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LDRA Tools Help Coressent Technology Clients 
Achieve Rigid Safety-Critical Standards  
 

Partnership addresses needs of aerospace, nuclear, industrial, 
medical, and automotive developers 
 
Wirral, U.K. 7 November, 2013. LDRA, the leader in standards compliance, automated software 
verification, source code analysis and test tools, chooses Coressent Technology as a value-added 
reseller (VAR) of its point tools—LDRAunit, LDRArules and LDRAcover. Coressent Technology combines 
intellectual property development, consulting services and embedded technology to address device 
production for clients. LDRA tools complete Coressent Technology solution for safety-critical products 
designed for aerospace, nuclear, medical and automotive sectors.   
 
Coressent Technology brings together core technologies that provide the key elements that developers 
need to fulfil their product vision. Its solutions form a foundation for embedded software development in 
device production. Coressent Technology bundles and resells LDRA products in the United States, 
Japan, South Korea, China, India, Taiwan and Israel.  
 
LDRA’s stand-alone tools—LDRAunit, LDRArules and LDRAcover—provide automated analysis and 
testing for embedded software applications. Built on top of the LDRA analytical technology, these point 
tools provide affordable testing capabilities that can meet the most rigid safety-critical standards. 
LDRAunit provides an integrated framework that automates the generation and management of unit tests. 
LDRArules effectively enforces industry and company coding standards and next-generation reporting 
capabilities that show code quality and provide fault detection and avoidance measures. LDRAcover 
gives users the ability to quickly and easily assess code coverage through an interactive, easy-to-use 
interface using powerful filtering capabilities.  
 
“For forty years, LDRA has provided automated analysis and testing tools for software applications on 
which our lives depend,” noted Roger J. Butterfield, Director, Strategic Alliances, Coressent Technology. 
“LDRA is a specialist technology company well known in the aerospace, defense, nuclear, industrial, 
medical and automotive sectors. Their tools enable us to affordably test and analyse our customers’ 
applications to the most rigorous safety-critical standards.”  
 
“The Coressent Technology team boasts extensive experience in embedded software development,” 
confirmed Ian Hennell, LDRA Operations Director. “As a VAR focused on bringing together the best of the 
best, Coressent uses LDRA technology to bring valued-added software testing for applications where 
software quality and reliability are essential. We are pleased to have Coressent extend our tools to these 
countries and key markets.” 
 
LDRA’s stand-alone tools address specific competencies in the software development process. 
Coressent Technology offers LDRA tools that pinpoint needs of the typical embedded developer: 
 

• LDRAunit—automates test generation and management with sophisticated analysis that reduces 
test effort and eliminates manual scripting. Automatically generates test case documentation, 
including pass/fail and regression analysis reports.  
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• LDRArules—offers standards-based rule checking that confirms adherence to company and 
industry coding standards. Uses call graphs, flow graphs, and code review reports that quickly 
show code quality, fault detection and security vulnerabilities in the code.  

• LDRAcover—demonstrates completeness of application testing and provides test planning 
documents that help developers achieve the desired level of coverage, ranging from procedure 
and function calls to safety-critical modified condition/decision coverage. 

 
The Coressent team, consisting of more than 20 individuals with extensive experience in the embedded 
market, brings together unique offerings and embedded solutions that speed product development. LDRA 
tools ensure that Coressent’s offerings can meet the rigorous demands of safety-critical standards.  
 

# # # 
 
About LDRA 
 
For more than forty years, LDRA has developed and driven the market for software that automates code 
analysis and software testing for safety-, mission-, security-, and business-critical markets. Working with 
clients to achieve early error identification and full compliance with industry standards, LDRA traces 
requirements through static and dynamic analysis to unit testing and verification for a wide variety of 
hardware and software platforms. Boasting a worldwide presence, LDRA is headquartered in the U.K. 
with subsidiaries in the United States, India and an extensive distributor network. For more information on 
the LDRA tool suite, please visit www.ldra.com. 
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